
Brigette is a new 
remote contractor. 
She needs access to 

client resources for her 
time-based project.

IT admin enables Brigette 
to use her own device for 
the client project. Brigette 

gets an email with 
instructions to access 

Windows 365.

On Day 1 she has access 
to project apps and 

content that are securely 
located in the cloud.

Once the project is 
over, her access to 

Windows 365 Cloud PC 
can be remotely turned 

off with Microsoft 
Endpoint Manager.

Experience simple, modern visuals 
Focus on what matters with an improved yet familiar 
Windows user experience, and instantly get to work.

Stay organized with snap assist 
Easily pick up where you left off. Snap assist optimizes 
screen space and remembers layouts even after you 
dock and undock.

Use inclusive video conferencing
Turn your microphone on and off from the taskbar so 
everyone is heard. Keep the background in the 
background with intelligent noise cancelling and blur.

Share a window while in a meeting
Easily share any open window from your taskbar 
during a call or in a hybrid meeting.

Focus on what’s important, automate the rest
Automate redundant and manual tasks from your 
desktop or web browser with Power Automate 
for desktop.

Work seamlessly with Microsoft 365 apps
From the OS to the apps that run on it, everything 
works together.

Managing your
hybrid work scenarios

Experience easy onboarding with a Windows 365 
Cloud PC and Microsoft Endpoint Manager

NextGen Windows 
Experiences

Reach your individual and team goals with 
built-in assistance features in Windows 11

Transform remote computing with Windows 365 
and Azure Virtual Desktop.

Secure devices and built-in app protection.

Streamline deployments with zero-touch provisioning.

Cross-platform support from Windows to iOS, and more.

Ensure secure, high-performance access with Microsoft 
Tunnel VPN and Microsoft Defender.

Deploy & protect endpoints for hybrid and remote work
Windows 11 was built to help employees and teams focus on what is important: getting the job done and 
efficiently communicate and collaborate. It delivers the security and management needed for hybrid work.

Unified management 
and security


